We investigate the problem that how many different ways one can dissect the unit-square into rectangles with prescribed areas 
1.
Thomas Ihringer proposed the following problems [6] :
1. Are there, for every n E N, only finitely many possibilities to dissect a square into rectangles of equal area?
2. If 'yes', give for every n E N the number f(n) of possibilities.
Problem 1 was solved in a more general case. Considering the dissections of the unit square into n rectangles having given areas w 1 , • • • , wn the same questions can be asked. The finiteness of the number of such dissections was proved in [1, 3, 9] , even in higher dimensions, see [1] . In connection with problem 2, an upper bound O(cn) was given in [3] . But if W; #-wj fori #-j, then dissecting the unit square with lines, parallel to one of the axes gives already n! different dissections.
In this paper we give a characterization of the possible dissections and prove, e.g., that the number of dissections for almost all w 1 , ••• , wn is 32(1 + o(l )) n!8n 4 nJ3 n
NOTATIONS AND RESULTS
Let U = {(x, y)IO ~ x, y ~ 1} denote the unit square, and Dn denote the set ofdissections of U into n rectangles. Here a dissection means a finite set D of rectangles, the sides of which are parallel to that of U, such that UREDR covers U, interior (R) n interior(R') #-0 for 
THE COMBINATORIAL TYPE
Consider the dissection D E D•. We will define its combinatorial type. (It is possible that D has more than one types.) This type T(D) will be a sequence of pairs {a;, I;}, where 8; E {(0, 1), (1, 0)} and T; is a subset of {1, 2, ... , n} for 2 ~ i ~ n. Our main result is the following. PROOF. Let D be a dissection of the given type ofn rectangles, and let a E {(0, I), (I, 0)} be orthogonal to a". Then R" can be eliminated from D by moving the base wall B(Rn) in the direction a and continuing the rectangles Ri, i E Tn in this direction. The resulting dissection contains n -I rectangles and has the type {(ei, T;)li = 2, ... , n -I}. 
The following lemma states the visible fact that fixing the type of dissection, the side lengths of its rectangles vary continuously with the change of areas. Here lx,. -x;l :::;; 1, a' :::;; x; :::;; 1 and y,. Moreover {(e,., 'T;)Ii = 2, ... , n -1} is also a feasible type by Lemma 4~1. Therefore by the induction hypothesis there is a dissection D" having this type and having areas given in w". Define
, and let p(IX) = (pj(1X)IJ E Tn)· It is clear that for every IX E Sr:: p(IX) E Sr:. If for some IX E Sr: it happens that P(1X) ="IX, then a required dissection can be obtained n from D" by a cut, parallel to IX" along the rectangles of Rj E D", j E T". Thus the theorem will proved if we can show a fixpoint, IX E Sr: with p(IX) = IX.
The mapping IX --+ p(IX) is continuous ove~ the compact set Sr:" by Lemma 4.2, since wj ): wj > 0 for any IX E Sr:". Hence there exists such a fixpoint, and the theorem is proved.
FEASIBLE TYPES
In this section we give a characterisation of feasible types. LetT = {(e;, 'T;)Ii = 2, ... , n} denote a feasible type and denote t,. the cardinality IT; I. The lower walk, W_ will be given similarly, by ((t; -1) times (0, 1)) + (1, 0) whenever t:; = (1, 0), i = 2, ... , n.
The last point of the upper (resp. lower) walk has the form (ex, h(T)) (resp. (v(T), p)). Finally connect these points to (v(T), h(T)) by the appropriate number of steps (I, 0) resp. (O, 1) ).
For example in the case of the dissection given in (v, h) by an old theorem of Mac Mahon [4] (see also in [8] ) is
A summation give Theorem 3.3.
PRooF OF PRoPOSITION 2.2. We can use the approximation (see [7] ) 2 1 3 which holds for x < n , and the well-known fact that roo e-t2j2 dt = Jfi.
We omit the details here.
DISSECTIONS WITH ALGEBRAICLY INDEPENDENT AREAS
Here we prove Theorem 2.6. One can prove that the system of n + 1 linear equalities given by (5) and (6) has rank n + 1. So we can find a subset K c {I, 2, ... , 2n}, IKI = n -I and rational coefficients Now consider the algebraically independent numbers W;, i = I, ... , n -I. We have from (7) that W; = area(R;) = X;· xn+l = P;(xklk E K), i = I, ... , n -I,
where P; is a polynomial over the variables {klk E K} with rational coefficients. These polynomials depend only on the combinatorial type {(e;, T;)li = 2, ... , n}.
The main point is to understand what does it mean that D has at least two combinatorial types.lt means that there is a corner c(R), RED which is covered by 4 rectangles of D. This gives us a new linear equality, independent of (5) and (6). So we can have a K' c {I, 2, ... , 2n}, IK'I : : : : ; ; n -2 replacing Kin (7) . Hence the polynomials P; in (8) 
